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The Web has been under major evolution over the last decade and search engines have been trying to
incorporate the changes of the web and provide the user with improved – in terms of quality – content.
In order to evaluate the quality of a document there has been a plethora of attempts, some of which have
considered the use of semantic analysis for extracting conclusions upon documents around the web. In
turn, Search Engine Optimization (SEO) has been under development in order to cope with the changes
of search engines and the web. SEO's aim has been the creation of effective strategies for optimal ranking
of websites and webpages in search engines. Current work probes on semantic analysis of web content.
We further elaborate on LDArank, a mechanism that employs Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) for the
semantic analysis of web content and the generation of optimal content for given queries. We apply the
new proposed mechanism, LSHrank, and explore the effect of generating web content against various
SEO factors. We demonstrate LSHrank robustness to produce semantically prominent content in
comparison to different semantic analysis based SEO approaches.
& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There have been major changes on the ranking schemas of
search engines over the last two years.1 Google, Bing and Yahoo!,
have started focusing on users and provide them with high quality
content in order to get valuable user feedback. In parallel, Search
Engine Optimization (SEO) has been under constant changes in
order to capture the up-to-date search engine ranking strategies.
This way SEO aspires to assist websites in achieving higher and
better related rankings.
Search engines (SE) inherently are not able to produce popular
content, only to promote it. Considering this fact, SEO strategies
will always be effective, given that they recognize the factors that
search engines value for their rankings and exploit them as much
as possible.
Up until recently these factors were machine-related, i.e.
metrics calculated by machines, not users. Lately, major SE players
have been trying to promote the quality of the projected content
to the users as the major characteristic for website evaluation.
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Koningstein (2012) mentions a number of techniques followed
by Google in order to identify documents that have been modiﬁed
(in terms of content) for achieving higher rankings in a spamming
fashion. Additionally, Lamping and Pearson (2011) discuss methods that deﬁne the quality of documents according to their
semantic relation with others and with given queries.
The major search engines have published their guides with some
basic SEO suggestions. The guides of Google,2 Bing3 and Yahoo!4
portray technical differences, but they all conclude that content
should be the focus of SEO. Content should be unique, of high
quality and user oriented.
Nevertheless, due to the fact that search engines are not transparent regarding their ranking schemas, conclusions about them
are only extracted through their result pages analysis and by
exploration of their patents. Several organizations and companies
have deﬁned their own metrics for the evaluation of web documents from various perspectives. Moz5 (former SEOmoz) metrics
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are very popular and are employed by a plethora of users in order
to analyze their web presence and evaluate the popularity of their
websites.
For the generation of semantically optimal content, we have
previously concluded that Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et
al., 2003) has proven effective (Mavridis and Symeonidis, 2012).
LDA's added-value in SEO techniques is also strengthened by
Patterson's (Patterson, 2012) analysis on the mechanism that
Google employs in order to relate query phrases to documents
for indexing, retrieval, description and analysis. The mechanism
focuses on the extraction of top phrases out of documents and
groups of documents, and calculates a score for the importance
of each phrase and a total score for the top phrases; this is,
practically, LDA's core objective.
Further advancing on this context, current work attempts to
assess LDA's inﬂuence for content production with respect to
search engine rankings. We argue that the domain of a website
and the metrics employed for ranking web documents is correlated to the effect of LDA on content generation. LSHrank extends
our previous approach (Mavridis and Symeonidis, 2012) and has
been created in order to analyze search engine result pages
(SERPs) and draw conclusions regarding the correlation of SE
ranking schemas and the semantic analysis of content. Assessment
is performed against Moz metrics, and the algorithm is tuned in
order to produce the optimal content. The remainder of this paper
discusses the state-of-the art regarding semantic analysis in SEs
and presents the LDA's relation to SEO. Section 3 describes the
architecture of LSHrank, while Section 4 discusses the experiments
performed in order to assess LDA various parameters. Section 5
explores in depth LDA and LSHrank performance with thorough
experiments based on the results of Section 4. Furthermore,
Section 6 presents a set of experiments run to compare LSHrank
against other semantic analysis SEO approaches. Finally, Section 7
summarizes work performed, probes on future work and concludes
the paper.

2. Related work/background theory
In the following section we discuss state-of-the-art on semantic
analysis in web search. There exist multiple approaches, from
capturing user input and using ontologies to identifying concepts
and performing semantic content analysis. Besides discussing
state-of-the-art in all these approaches, we further elaborate on
semantic content analysis, the use of LDA as a semantic analysis
algorithm and the novelties of our approach.
2.1. User input to deﬁne semantics on content
One of the dominant approaches in performing semantic analysis of web content largely exploits user input. Bakir and
Kulshreshtha (2012) provide details on Google's intention to capture user-experience through the Panda Updates, with the ﬁrst
update6 being announced by Google early 2011. Authors describe
the deployment of human reviewers in order to capture problems
that have to do with user-experience on web content and on data
that an information system stores and indexes. In the same context,
Lawrence et al. (2005) presented a system on capturing user-related
signals in order to determine relevance scores to the search results
of Google. Going even further, Google attempts to perform hierarchical categorization of search results in topics by capturing user
input, as described by Sandler et al. (2012). Moreover, Pedersen
6
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et al. (2012) present the way Google uses access history of a user on
content in order to calculate semantic similarities using topic
vectors for the content of documents.
Lei et al. (2006) follow a different approach; they propose
SemSearch, a search engine that provides users with precise
answers to their queries through a simple interface. SemSearch
captures user input and creates semantic entities in order to
provide them with the desirable result. Still on the context of
personalized search, Teevan et al. (2005) propose an automated
information retrieval mechanism that exploits user search queries
and their browsing history in order to provide efﬁcient client-side
algorithms. In a similar fashion, Yin and Shah (2010) of Microsoft
have proposed a methodology in order to use search logs into
recognizing the user intent and semantics in search queries. The
representative terms form a tree built based on directed maximum
spanning, hierarchical agglomerative clustering and pachinko
allocation model. The use of human raters via Amazon's Mechanical Turk update7 veriﬁed the methodology's success on recognizing signiﬁcant representative terms.
2.2. Recognition of documents concepts and entities
Another approach widely applied strives to recognize entities
and concepts related to documents. Hong et al. (2013) presented a
methodology that identiﬁes entities highly correlated to search
query entities. It is based on various semantic factors that are not
related to keywords nor link structure, indicating that Google can
identify the semantic relatedness of results to entities.
Van Durme and Pasca (2008) discuss a method aiming to extract
large numbers of concept classes and corresponding instances from
documents using distributional similarity metrics based on the logic
of Pantel and Ravichandran (2004). Following this methodology,
Pasca (2013) analyzed Google's approach to recognize semantic
classes/concepts in documents by deﬁning frequency and diversity
scores on class-instance pairs, linked through “is-a” relationships.
Lee et al. (2013) described a framework of Google used to recognize
candidate terms for an entity by analyzing the documents related to
the entity. The proposed framework employs measurement of the
frequency of the appearance on various terms in web documents,
focuses on the “known for” terms and recognizes the semantics of an
entity in order to identify the important terms/words related to it.
In the same context, Zhou et al. (2005) present the ability that
Google has in recognizing entity names in search results and in
altering these results by providing documents that are related to
these entities. On the other hand, Mishne et al. (2009) discuss how
Yahoo! can identify the most probable interpretation of a query in
order to rank the documents according to their semantic relevance
to the interpretation chosen. As Padovitz and Nagarajan (2012)
state, Microsoft has also been exploring the ﬁeld from the entities
perspective, attempting to deﬁne the complexity of extracting an
entity identiﬁcation from a corpora of documents.
Finally, Federici (2013) discuss how Google can calculate the
transition probabilities that represent the relationship of the
entities. In his approach, the term “entity” consists of the query,
the documents related to the query, the search session related, the
time of the query submission, anchor texts in the links of the
documents, the advertisements presented and the associated
domains of the documents. The calculation of the probabilities
considers all the information of the entities in order to rank search
results in an accurate fashion, identify semantic relation among
queries and to improve the results of vertical search features. In
general, the probabilities express the strength of the relationships
of entities and the use of user behavior data.
7
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2.3. Structure, ranking, ontologies and ground truth use
Approaches that attempt to recognize semantics through
structure also exist. Kurland and Lee (2010) propose a number of
methods for structural re-rankings using the inter-document
generation relationships, while Xu et al. (2006) propose a collaborative tag suggestion algorithm that employs a set of general tag
criteria to spot high quality tags in order to form structured
directories to unstructured web search engines.
On the other hand, Haveliwala (2002) proposes Topic-Sensitive
PageRank, an algorithm that follows the PageRank paradigm, and
computes a set of PageRank vectors for a list of representative
topics, in order to prove that users traverse to webpages semantically correlated to the start page. Bao et al. (2007) propose the use
of social annotations for the optimization of web searches. The
optimization follows a two-stage process: (a) similarity ranking
through SocialSimRank (SSR), which calculates the similarity
between social annotations and queries and, (b) static ranking
with SocialPageRank, which is relative to the popularity of a
webpage.
Gauch et al. (2003) support the use of weighted ontologies to
conceptually represent users and web content. In order to provide
personalized browsing, classiﬁcation techniques have been
employed for mapping user-created ontologies to the reference
ontology. Ahn et al. (2010) has described a methodology of
Microsoft in order to identify relevant concepts for a query using
an ontology of concepts as ground truth. The methodology tries to
provide Bing search engine users with the most semantically
related results to the concept.
Finally, Tran et al. (2007) use an ontology and lexical knowledge to map search queries to an expressive logical language,
while Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2007) propose a mechanism
called Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) that interprets text based
on the concepts that are described in Wikipedia.
2.4. Content semantic analysis
All the above approaches provide different viewpoints of semantically based SEO. Authors argue that content analysis is also
signiﬁcant for webpage ranking and its potential is explored within
the context of this work.
Cohen et al. (2012) has clearly stated that Google uses more
advanced similarity scores than TF-IDF (Salton and McGill, 1986) in
order to determine context value that identiﬁes a context of an
object, inter-context (proportional to number of different context
values) and intra-context scores (proportional to the number of
time the feature value is associated with each context value). The
patent determines the similarity scores among object on a dataset
based on contextual associations of them that are deﬁned through
complex mathematical forms.
One of the ﬁrst approaches advancing content-related metrics
is that of Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI). Deerwester et al. (1990)
proposed LSI as a solution to the problem of TF-IDF regarding the
small reduction in description length. LSI uses Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) and attempts to describe a statistical technique to calculate semantic relatedness in unstructured text
documents. It is signiﬁcant to underline that LSI provides a
solution regarding synonymy of words, but captures polysemy
notions partially.
Hofmann (1999) then developed an extension to LSI, called
Probabilistic LSI (pLSI). pLSI matches each word of a given document in a mixture model consisting of the topic and associates of
each document with a probability distribution over the topics. It
creates an aspect/data model based on likelihood principle and
achieves the minimization of word perplexity. The drawback of pLSI
is the lack of a probabilistic model at the level of documents.

This limitation of pLSI provided the trigger for the introduction
of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). LDA is the probabilistic model of
a corpus which has its base on the idea that latent topics in random
mixtures describe a document and each topic consists of a multidimensional distribution over words. In essence, LDA recognizes the
prominent topics of the documents and the top words that
characterize each topic. For a given corpus D of documents a set
of k topics T ¼ ft 1 ; t 2 ; …; t k g is created. Each document Di is represented as a mixture of the topics in T. Every topic ti consists of a set
of p words based on an a priori distribution of words over the topic.
The original model of LDA had a major inferential problem in the
calculation of a posterior distribution of the hidden variables of a
document Di. Due to difﬁculties in computing this distribution, the
goal has been the maximizing of the normalized version of it. Blei
et al. (2003) suggested the use of an algorithm that is based on
Variational Expectation Maximization (EM). Minka and Lafferty
(2002) proposed another approach called Expectation Propagation
aiming to lead to better inferential accuracy. Then, Grifﬁths and
Steyvers (2004) suggested the use of Gibbs sampling. The logic
behind Gibbs sampling is that for every word wi, the probability to be
related to a topic is calculated taking into consideration the condition
related to the assignment of all the other words on the given topic.
One of the major arguments against LDA and its alternatives has
been their time performance in “big” domains, like web search and
SEO in our case. On the other hand, one could mention numerous
approaches that improve the performance of LDA mechanics and,
thus, could be used for the semantic analysis of web documents.
Nallapati et al. (2007) presented two parallel implementations of
the variational EM algorithm for LDA; one using multiprocessing
and one in distributed environment. They argue that both their
implementations lead to speed-ups with the distributed version
overcoming scalability issues successfully. Gomes et al. (2008)
described a two level clustering process in order to reduce the
computational cost of LDA. Their approach focused on using a
bound on the amount of memory in the variational EM.
Newman et al. (2007) described synchronous methods to
perform Gibbs Sampling in a distributed environment. Their
approach showed promising results but with computational costs.
Furthermore, Smyth et al. (2008) approached Gibbs Sampling in a
distributed environment with the communication to be purely
asynchronous. Their choice not to be based on global synchronization led to a decrease in computational time and memory.
Porteous et al. (2008) presented a methodology that was based
on better computational organization and the nature of topic
association probabilities, in order to increase the speed of LDA
with Gibbs Sampling.
Finally, one could mention work of Wang et al. (2009) analyzed
two parallel implementations of LDA (PLDA); one using MPI (Thakur
et al., 2005) and one with MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008).
Their results display that MPI-PLDA is more efﬁcient in in-memory
communication and achieves a better speed-up in comparison to
Map-Reduce-PLDA. Nevertheless, the authors state that as the data
size and the number of machines increase, both approaches could
be used. Canini et al. (2009) approached the sampling issues of LDA
by presenting two Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methodologies. The ﬁrst one is based on performing incremental Gibbs
sampling and the second using particle ﬁlters, which are a known
sequential Monte Carlo method. Their results showed that these
two algorithms did not perform as well as batch collapsed Gibbs
sampling.
Hoffman et al. (2010) presented an online variational inference
for LDA in order to deal with massively large data. The newly
proposed algorithm outperforms the normal batch algorithm both
considering the accuracy of the predictions and the computational
cost. It should be outlined that perplexity is used as the evaluation metric. As the authors state there have been some ques-
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tions by Chang et al. (2009) regarding the ability of their approach
to compare different topic models, but it is well suited for the
measurements regarding the efﬁciency of the inference algorithms.
2.5. Content semantic analysis for SEO
Coming down to the relation between search engines and LDA,
it was ﬁrst reported as a possible factor in SEO by Bishop8 and then
by Gruber et al. (2007) in 2007 in his GoogleTechTalks. LDA was
found to have Spearman correlation of 0.17 (Spearman, 1904) with
the ranking of SERPs9 which is signiﬁcant score considering the
values of Spearman correlation of other factors of SEO (Fig. 17 –
Appendix). He and Chang (2013) presented a method that Google
has designed in order to semantically associate a query to results
based on topic. The method analyzes the use of conditionals
probabilities in order to semantically map the words of a query,
the domain topics and the possible results all together and to
calculate a relevance rank of the results. Their method is similar to
LDA but it also considers possible search click data and query
history in its computation component. Jain and et al. (2011)
describes how Google uses the relationship among terms in a
plethora of documents and the method under which related terms
could be used to navigate to speciﬁc documents. Bharat et al.
(2007), on the other hand, provide us with a clear view on the
term semantic unit that Google uses in order to characterize
certain combinations of multiple terms, while Dean et al. (2012)
describe a method that is used to relate a group of search terms to
particular topics by the appearance in search queries, the increase
in a number of corresponding search results and rate of increase in
the number of search results.
Moreover, Dean et al. (2010) state clearly that Google analyzes
the content of a web page in order to associate topics to it. For the
extraction of topics a possible approach stated is the computation
of a term vector for the content of the web page and the selection
of the top terms of it. Last but not least, as already stated, Patterson
(2012) describes a system that Google created and that is similar to
LDA's basic functionality.
Based on the above discussion, LDA can provide us with
signiﬁcant information on the semantics of given documents.
There have been multiple approaches on the optimization of the
process of semantic content analysis, but they have focused on the
performance and the accuracy of it. To our knowledge, there have
not been any approaches on combining semantic content analysis
with search engine results in order to extract valuable information regarding its possible inﬂuence. Our proposed mechanism
explores the use of semantic content analysis in a different
direction: given that search engines play a major role in our online
experience, and given that their query results are becoming more
and more focused and efﬁcient, their corpus of documents present
an excellent base to perform semantic analysis on. LDA was chosen
as it is a proven over-time algorithm on semantic content analysis
and its functionality is similar to mechanisms that the popular
search engines employ for extraction of topics and recognition of
semantics around the web.
2.6. LSHrank novelties in comparison to LDArank
It has already been stated that LSHrank is the extension of our
previous work, LDARank (Mavridis and Symeonidis, 2012). Summarizing previous work, LDARank collects query results from top
search engines and employs state-of-the-art metrics for the
8
http://www.siam.org/meetings/sdm04/ﬁles/Keynote_Bishop.pdf (last accessed
10/03/2014)
9
http://moz.com/blog/lda-correlation-017-not-032 (last accessed 10/03/2014)
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evaluation of webpages. Extending work on LDARank, LSHrank
employs headless browsing of webpages in order to capture user
experience, while also recording semantic-markup related metrics.
A headless browser is a web browser without a visual interface.
There have been indications that the major SEs do use headless
browsing in order to extract as much info as possible about the
documents that the users are provided with upon a query.
Maykov and Chellapilla (2007) imply that Microsoft's crawler
Bingbot is practically a browser. Bingbot interacts with the documents it crawls by constructing their Document Object Model
(DOM) (claim 12). Furthermore, it is able to provide speciﬁc
responses to webpage scripts. Li et al. (2011) analyze mechanism
of Microsoft used for the recognition of media elements in websites
and describe how it ranks them based on their “dominance”.
Therefore, Microsoft parses media elements and has already
deﬁned the mechanism to include them in its rankings schema.
Prabhakar et al. (2009) present a Yahoo! framework that executes scripts, completes forms in automatic fashion and is connected
to a web browser and a crawler. Malpani et al. (2012) provides us
with information about Google's headless browsing mechanism. It
aims to rank non-text content items by creating labels/tags related
to them based on info gathered from corresponding web pages.
Gokturk et al. (2007) further explore the functionalities of this
mechanism and describe how it could analyze images and extract
human-added information, beyond plain anchor text.
Moreover, should one explore Google's “webmasters help”
section, he/she identiﬁes that Google uses Instant Previews in its
SERPs in order to provide users with a “graphic representation of
the web-page, generally highlighting the relevant sections based on
the search query”. Instant Previews, though, are based on Googlebot and “the preview generator renders Javascript, AJAX, CSS3,
frames, iframes and Flash” (as described in the Google Instant
Previews FAQ section10); AJAX by default is content loaded by
JavaScript when an action takes place after a page is loaded.
Additionally, LSHrank includes Twitter as source of content. Java
et al. (2007) have shown that people use Twitter in order to
exchange information and comment on several topics and Google
Authorship has revealed Google's goal towards SERPs that include
Social media signals. Minogue et al. (2009) address the signiﬁcance of Authorship in SERP rankings Google. Social Media's
inﬂuence in SEs and Web is an essential trend to be captured.
Other than that, LSHrank follows the LDArank approach; results
are analyzed based on Latent Dirichlet Analysis (LDA) in order to
identify prominent topics and words, the creation of new queries,
and thus content. One may refer to Mavridis and Symeonidis
(2012) for more information.
Practically, our approach attempts to explore the use of LDA on
actual search engine results in order to evaluate its effect as a
semantic content analysis approach. The architecture of the LSHrank
framework that has been developed for this purpose is discussed next.
3. The LSHrank architecture
LSHrank collects query results from the top search engines,
employs state-of-the-art metrics, headless browsing on webpages
and includes Twitter information in order to evaluate the content
of webpages. Semantic analysis of the content extracted is performed using LDA and the creation of new queries is controlled by
using NGD (Normalized Google Distance). The overall LSHrank
approach is described in steps, as depicted in Fig. 1.
LSHrank is a generic crawling evaluation mechanism that
allows for a number of SEs to be employed, while the granularity
10
https://sites.google.com/site/webmasterhelpforum/en/faq-instant-previews
(last accessed 10/03/2014)
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Fig. 1. Facets of LSHrank suggested mechanism.

of the analysis and the evaluation metrics can also be deﬁned at
user will. All parameters are easily deﬁned through a conﬁguration
ﬁle, which is parsed at the initiation phase of the mechanism.
Table 1 depicts the conﬁguration parameters and the LSHrank
internal parameters.
The table is split in three sections: (a) parameters related to the
search engine(s) and the crawling mechanism to be employed, (b)
LDA-related parameters and (c) evaluation parameters and
metrics. Given that focus of the paper is on the efﬁciency of LDA
mechanism, the selection of section (c) evaluation metrics is not
discussed. Analysis on their signiﬁcance is out of the scope of this
work, and, thus, omitted.
3.1. Queries to search engines
Initially, one should deﬁne the queries of interest. These queries
can be enhanced with the help of a Keyword Tool like Google
AdWords. Google custom search API, Yahoo BOSS API and Bing
Search API via Azure Marketplace are employed in order to perform
a set Q of queries qi ðQ ¼ q1 ; q2 ; …qn Þ to the search engines. The
number of m results returned by the APIs is deﬁned at the initiation
step and the resultset RS〈engine〉 ¼ r 〈engine〉1 ; …; r 〈engine〉m ð〈engine〉 is Y
for Yahoo!, B for Bing and G for Google) and is extracted in JSON
format (Crockford, 2006). Json-simple11 is the employed parser in
order to analyze the results and to extract the corresponding URLs.
3.2. Evaluation and selection of top results
The evaluation of the top μ results ðRtop ¼ frt 1 ; rt 2 ; …; rt μ gÞ is
performed against the following metrics:

 Simple ranking ðSRÞ: selection of the top μSR results according to
their rank, where μ ¼ mn3
 Visibility score ðViSÞ: selection of the top μViS results according



to their rank, after integrating the rankings of the three search
engines, where μ ¼ mn3  # duplicate results
Moz Page Authority ðPAÞ: selection of the top λPA results for each
search engine, where λ ¼ m or based on threshold option on
the score of PA
Moz Domain Authority ðDAÞ: selection of the top λDA results for
each search engine, where λ ¼ m or based on threshold option
on the score of DA

 Moz mozRank ðMRÞ: selection of the top λMR results for each
search engine, where λ ¼ m or based on threshold option on
the score of MR

 Moz subdomain mozRank ðsMRÞ: selection of the top λsMR results
for each search engine, where λ ¼ m or based on threshold
option on the score of sMR
The values of MR, PA, DA, and sMR are calculated through the Moz
Mozscape free API.12 The mechanism would have been more
complete if it included the mozTrust and External mozRank
metrics, which are however available only through the Moz
Mozscape paid API, distributed under a certain cost. Nevertheless,
LSHRank follows an expandable architecture, thus their incorporation is seamless if they are available. The values of the above
SEOmoz metrics are extracted in JSON format and the google-gson
parser13 is used for the analysis of the JSON ﬁles.

3.3. Headless browsing
During the last few years, headless browsing is uptaken by
search engines, in the place of search engine robots, in order to
capture user experience. This trend has unlocked the potential of
headless browsing in the quest to rank webpages based on user
experience.
The URLs included in Rtop are submitted to the headless
browsing procedure, which is performed with the use of JxBrowser14. Browsing is performed along with thorough DOM (Document Object Model) analysis in order to extract all information
from each document. Statistics are kept regarding the human nontext readable content that is parsed by the headless browser. In
speciﬁc, the following statistics are calculated:











the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
12
13

11

https://code.google.com/p/json-simple/ (last accessed 10/03/2014)

14

number of iframes Nif
number of embedded videos Ne
number of scripts Ns
number of internal links Li
number of redirect links Lr
total number of links Lt
number of semantic triples Str
number of schema.org uses Sch
number of rel tags Nr

http://moz.com/products/api (last accessed 10/03/2014)
https://code.google.com/p/google-gson/ (last accessed 10/03/2014)
http://www.teamdev.com/jxbrowser/ (last accessed 10/03/2014)
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Table 1
LSHrank parameters and variables.
LSHrank input parameters

LSHrank internal parameters

User query set Q ¼ fq1 ; q2 ; …; qn g
Type of search engine API employed
(Google, Bing, Yahoo! , all):
SE_G: Google
SE_B: Bing
SE_Y: Yahoo!
SE_All: all

Content for a given set of documents (TC)
Body of the content (BC)

Number of results returned by APIs (m)
NGD threshold (NGL)
Convergence limit (cwl)
Max number of new queries (maxNQ)

Anchor text of internal links (AT)
Alt image text (aT)
Meta-title (MT)
Metadata (MDT)
Meta-description (MDESC)
Twitter text (TwTXT)
Text content of webpage (TXTC)
Stop words list (STL)
Symbols list (SYL)

LDA-related parameters

Words and queries related parameters

LDA beta parameter (β)
LDA number of iteration (M)
LDA alpha parameter (α)
LDA number of top words/topic (tw)
LDA probability threshold (Lpt)
LDA topics of analysis threshold (τ)
Performance/Iteration limit (iLim)

Top content / most probable words (mp)
Possible combinations of words comb
Possible permutations (perm)
Maximum words per query (wmax)
New possible queries (NPQ)
Top new queries Qnewi ¼ fqi1 ; qi2 ; …; qimaxNQ g
Results Set RS_〈engine〉 ¼ fr_〈engine〉1 ; …; r_〈engine〉m g where 〈engine〉 is
Y for Yahoo!, B for Bing and G for Google.
Top Results Set total ¼frt 1 ; rt 2 ; …; rt μ g
Maximum amount of results when oz metrics are used λ

Threshold for Moz metrics (SMth)
Option for criteria of Moz metric rank
(threshold/number of results) (SMo)

Total Content per iteration of the algorithm CTotal
Metrics to evaluate results
Simple rank (SR)
Visibility Score (ViS)
mozRank (mR)
Domain Authority (DA)

User experience statistics
Page Authority (PA)
mozTrust (mT)
subdomain mozRank (smR)
ﬂag for use of Moz metrics (moz)

 the number of microformats Mf
 the number of Google Authority tags Nga.

#
#
#
#
#

of
of
of
of
of

iframes (Nf)
embedded videos (Ne)
internal links (Li)
semantic triples(Str)
reltags (Nr)

#
#
#
#
#
#

of
of
of
of
of
of

scripts (Ns)
redirects (Lr)
total links (Lt)
schema.org uses (Sch)
microformats (Nmf)
Google Authority tags (Nga)

WEKA data mining suite17,18 and Rainbow by Carnegie Mellon19.
Table 2 presents the special characters that are replaced.
3.6. Semantic analysis phase

3.4. Twitter text extraction
Twitter4j15 is used to access the Twitter API in order to include
the text (TwTXT) from the 100 most popular and recent tweets
related to the given query. The metric according to which the
tweets are ranked is deﬁned internally by Twitter, thus no details
are available. Twitter4j provides inbuilt functions in order to
extract the text from the tweets.
3.5. Webpage text content extraction and formation of content
The text content of the URLs that are included in the Rtop results
is extracted with the use of JSOUP html parser16. The body of the
content BC along with the anchor text AT of internal links Lint, the
metadata MDT such as alt image text αT, meta description MDESC
and meta title MT are extracted and form the text content of the
webpage TXTC which, along with TwTXT form the total content TC.
It has to be mentioned that from unstructured non-textual or
textual data all possible HTML tags are parsed and included in TC.
Regular expressions, symbols and stop words are removed based
on the symbols list SYL and stop words list STL provided by the

15
16

http://twitter4j.org/en/ (last accessed 10/03/2014)
http://jsoup.org/ (last accessed 25/06/2013)

Semantic analysis is performed on the text of the retained
results for a given query, in order to recognize the dominant words
that compose the dominant content for this query. The JGibbLDA20
implementation is employed, which is a Java implementation of
LDA that performs Gibbs Sampling for parameter estimation and
inference. The output of the semantic analysis phase is a list that
contains the most probable words mp for the given queries. The
LDA parameters that can be conﬁgured in order to deﬁne the level
of granularity of the analysis are the following (Table 3):
3.7. Creation of new queries and selection process
Based on the list with the most probable words mp identiﬁed at
the previous step, a set of new queries is designed. The Combination Generator algorithm (Knuth, 2006) is coupled with the
algorithm proposed by Rosen (Rosen and Krithivasan, 1999), in
order to calculate all possible combinations of words (comb) and
17
http://programcreek.com/java-api-examples/index.php?example_code_
path=weka-weka.core-Stopwords.java (last accessed 10/03/2014)
18
http://weka.wikispaces.com/
Textþ categorizationþ withþWEKA#Workingwithtextualdata-Stopwords (last accessed
10/03/2014)
19
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/ mccallum/bow/rainbow/ (last accessed 10/03/2014)
20
http://jgibblda.sourceforge.net/ (last accessed 10/03/2014)
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Table 2
Replacement of special characters.
Characters

Replace with

Paragraph escape sequences \r\n, \r,\n, \n\r
Commas “,”
“@”,“$”
Backslash “\” (Recognized with the regular
expression “\\\\”)
“&amp;”,“&lt;”,“&gt;”
“&quot;”
Digits “&#\\d þ ;”

Space
Space
Space
Space

character
character
character
character

“
“
“
“

”
”
”
”

&; o ; 4
Space character “ ”
Space character “ ”

Table 3
LDA parameters.
LDA

parameters

LDA
LDA
LDA
LDA
LDA
LDA

topics of analysis threshold (τ)
beta parameter (β)
alpha parameter (α)
number of iterations (M)
number of top words/topic (tw)
probability threshold (Lpt)

permutations (perm). However, given that a user query typically
contains a ﬁnite number of words and the order of the words in a
query is important for the search engines, only the most powerful
combinations with up to wmax words are retained. The similarity
of the new possible queries NPQ with the original query is
calculated in the context of NGD (Cilibrasi and Vitanyi, 2007)
and the top queries are selected according to the user-deﬁned NGD
threshold limit (NGL) and a max number of new queries maxNQ, in
order to form a new set of top queries Qnewi ¼ qi1 ; qi2 ; …; qimaxNQ .
In the context of our problem, NGD is deﬁned as
NGDðx; yÞ ¼

maxflog f ðxÞ; log f ðyÞg log f ðx; yÞ
log M  minflog f ðxÞ; log f ðyÞg

ð1Þ

where f ðxÞ; f ðyÞ are the number of results that include the queries
x; y; f ðx; yÞ the number of results that include both x and y, and M
the total number of results that Google considers.
3.8. LSHrank iteration and convergence
The above process (of creating queries and identifying dominant words) is repeated until the list of words from the current
round of semantic analysis contains at least cwl% of common
words with the previous round or a certain amount iLim of
iterations is reached. Before convergence checking, stemming on
the lists is performed with the use of the Porter Stemmer (Van
Rijsbergen et al., 1980).
3.9. LSHrank algorithm and activity diagram
The pseudocode for the LSHrank is displayed in Algorithm 1,
while Fig. 2 portrays the process through an activity diagram.
Algorithm 1. LSHrank algorithm
1:

procedure CREATE(Q, SE_G, SE_B, SE_Y, m, NGL, maxNQ, SR,

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

ViS, mR, DA, PA, mT, smR, SM_th, SM_o, β, M, α, tw, Lpt, τ,
cwl, iLim)
counter_iter’0
Conv_flag’false
while counter_iter o iLimjjConv_flag ¼ ¼ false do
for i’1 to n do
query’qi

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:

if moz ¼ ¼ false then
if SE_G ¼ ¼ true then
RS_G ¼ getGoogleResultsðquery; mÞ
end if
if SE_B ¼ ¼ true then
RS_B ¼ getBingResultsðquery; mÞ
end if
if SE_Y ¼ ¼ true then
RS_Y ¼ getYahooResultsðquery; mÞ
end if
end if
if moz then
threshold ¼ 0
λ¼m
if SM_o ¼ ¼ 2 then
threshold ¼ SM_th
λ ¼ max_Moz_results
end if
SM_metric ¼ mR or DA or PA or mT or smR
m ¼ max_possible_queries
if SE_G ¼ ¼ true then
RS_G_max ¼ getGoogleResultsðquery; mÞ
RS_G ¼ sortðRS_G_max; λ; SM_metricÞ
end if
if SE_B ¼ ¼ true then
RS_B_max ¼ getBingResultsðquery; mÞ
RS_B ¼ sortðRS_B_max; λ; SM_metricÞ
end if
if SE_Y ¼ ¼ true then
RS_Y_max ¼ getYahooResultsðquery; mÞ
RS_Y ¼ sortðRS_Y_max; λ; SM_metricÞ
end if
RS_total ¼ RS_G þ RS_B þRS_Y
end if
if ViS then
for i’1 to m do
for j’1 m do
if RS_total½i ¼ ¼ RS_G½jjjRS_total½i ¼ ¼
RS_B½jjjRS_total½i ¼ ¼ RS_Y½j then
RS_total_score½i ¼ RS_total_score½i þ j
end if
end for
end for
RS_total ¼ sort_totalðRS_total; RS_totals coreÞ
end if
TwTXT ¼ tweets_txtðqueryÞ
for k’1 to RS_total_size do
User_xp_stats½k ¼ HeadlessðRS_total½kÞ
BC½k ¼ getBodyðRS_total½kÞ
AT½k ¼ getAnchorðRS_total½kÞ
MDT½k ¼ getMetaðRS_total½kÞ
TXTC½k ¼ BC½k þ AT½k þ MDT½k þ TwTXT
TXTC½k ¼ removeStopwordsðTXTC½k; STLÞ
TXTC½k ¼ removeSymbolsðTXTC½k; SYLÞ
end for
end for
mp ¼ LDA_GibbsðTC; α; β ; M; tw; Lpt; τÞ
CTotal ¼ CTotal þ mp
if counter_iter 4 1 then
Conv_flag ¼ CheckConvergenceðCTotal;
CTotal_previous; cwlÞ
end if
counter_iter þ þ
for i’1 to n do
comb ¼ PossiblecombðCTotal; wmaxÞ
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Fig. 2. Activity diagram of LSHrank functionality.
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70:
perm ¼ PossiblepermðcombÞ
71: end for
72: for i’1 to n do
73:
for j’1 to perm:size do
74:
NGD½i½j ¼ getNGDðqi ; perm½jÞ
75:
end for
76:
end for
77:
Qnew ¼ gettopNGDðNGD; NPQ Þ
78:
Q ¼ Qnew
79:
end while
80: end procedure

terms are denoted as the (D) group. Table 7 illustrates the experiments performed (identiﬁed by their Case id) and the respective
experiment classiﬁcation (experiment group). One should mention
at this point that in our previous work (Mavridis and Symeonidis,
2012) we have reached the conclusion that specialized terms as input
lead to different, more specialized, content, thus we have chosen to
perform experiments using such a set of terms.
For the experiments performed, LSHrank employs each time
one of the SR, mR, PA, DA metrics, as well as these metrics on the
merged results from all search engines (Table 8). Thus, 2560
experiments (32 cases  8 metrics  10 times) were performed.

4. Deﬁning stable LSHrank parameters

4.2. LSHrank convergence per metric and group

In order to decide on the parameter values for LSHrank we
performed numerous experiments. In the following section we discuss
the process followed and identify the parameters used in the following
experiments. Let us assume that we consider the software engineering
domain as the base for experimentation. We form two sets of software
engineering related terms as input for our model. The ﬁrst set consists
of 15 more generic terms and the second one of 40, more focused
terms on Software Engineering processes. The ﬁrst set is also used as a
performance evaluation set of the algorithm.

Different choice of evaluation metric and different group of
cases leads to different convergence rates of LSHrank. The following four graphs (Figs. 3–6) display the convergence rate per metric
for groups (A)–(D), respectively.
Table 6
Values of the parameters in experiment.

4.1. Setup
The ﬁrst set of generic SE terms is displayed in Table 4 and the
second of more focused words in Table 5.
Table 6 depicts the LSHrank parameter value combinations applied
on the two sets. All the possible combinations were considered.
Based on the parameter values selected, experiments on the ﬁrst
set of terms are separated in three groups: small scale (A), medium
scale (B), and large scale (C), while experiments on the more focused
Table 4
Generic SE terms set.
Generic software engineering terms
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software

engineer
engineering maintenance
engineering requirements
engineering management
development
maintenance
acquisition support
quality

Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software

engineering
engineering deployment
engineering tools
design
testing
conﬁguration management
development process

Table 5
Focused SE terms set.
Focused software engineering terms
Software engineering
Software engineer
Software engineering maintenance
Software engineering deployment
Software engineering requirements
Software engineering tools
Software engineering management
Software design
Software development
Software testing
Software maintenance
Software conﬁguration management
Computer engineering
Computer science
Project management
Quality management
Software acquisition support
Software acquisition
Software quality assurance

Social software engineering
Software ergonomics
Hierarchical program structures
Software module speciﬁcation
Structured design
Agile software development
Lean software development
Rapid application development
Software inspections
Software architecture
Software development lifecycle
Waterfall model stepwise reﬁnement
Spiral model iterative development
Administration maintenance policy
Software migration
Software project management
Application software
Software development processes
Requirements engineering

Parameters

Values

SE_G
SE_Y
SE_B
m
NGL
cwl
M
tw
Lpt
τ
wmax
iLim
ViS
mR
PA
DA
smR

True/false
True/false
True/false
10
0.1
0.5
500
1/2/4/5/10/25
0.002/0.006/0.01/0.04
1/2/4/5
2/3
10
True/false
True/false
True/false
True/false
True/false

Table 7
Grouping of experiments.
Case id

τ

tw

Lpt

wmax

Group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
5
25
25
25
25
10
10
10
10
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

0.002
0.006
0.01
0.04
0.002
0.006
0.01
0.04
0.002
0.006
0.01
0.04
0.002
0.006
0.01
0.04
0.002
0.006
0.01
0.04
0.002
0.006
0.01
0.04
0.002
0.006
0.01
0.04
0.002
0.006
0.01
0.04

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
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The following conclusions can be drawn regarding the different
Groups of experiments:

 For small scale experiments – Group A, simple ranking (SR) and





mozRank (mR) display the highest convergence rates when we
do not merge the search engine results; when using merged
result pages, domain authority (DA_m) performs best.
For medium scale experiments – Group B, Page Authority (PA)
and Domain Authority (DA) in both non-merged and merged
versions (PA_m and DA_m, respectively), demonstrate the highest convergence rates.
For large scale case – Group C, the situation resembles the
results of Group B. It should be outlined that the rest of the

Table 8
Evaluation metrics for LSHrank parameters experiments.
Id
SR
mR
PA
DA
ViS
mR_m
PA_m
DA_m

Deﬁnition
Simple rank
mozRank
Page Authority
Domain Authority
Visibility score (SR with merged SE results)
mR with merged SE results
PA with merged SE results
DA with merged SE results



123

metrics, (SR, mR), ViS and mR_m, have values of convergence
that are close to PA, DA, PA_m and DA_m.
For Group D, which could be considered as small-scale according to the values of its parameters, simple ranking (SR) and
mozRank (mR) display the highest convergence rates both in
non-merged results and merged results (ViS and mR_m,
respectively).

Based on the results on convergence, the mean convergence of
each group (Fig. 7), and the respective standard deviation (Fig. 8) is
extracted. Using merged results leads to lower convergence percentages than non-merged results. In addition, convergence rates have
higher values as the scale of the experiments becomes higher. It is
also apparent that more focused terms lead to different convergence
rates, if we compare the values of both small scale (Group D and
Group A) cases. From a standard deviation perspective, ViS has a
constantly high value in all groups of experiments and could be
indicator that maybe an unreliable metric. On the other hand, PA
proves as the most reliable evaluation metric considering the fact
that its standard deviation values are low in comparison to the other
metrics. Obviously, more experiments should be performed in order
to draw safe conclusions.
Apart from the metric employed, the type/content of the selected
domain could also lead to varying performance of a mechanism such
as LSHrank. The following section focuses on the signiﬁcance of

Fig. 3. Convergence per metric for group A experiments.

Fig. 5. Convergence per metric for group C experiments.

Fig. 4. Convergence per metric for group B experiments.

Fig. 6. Convergence per metric for group D experiments.
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Table 9
Domains' terms.
Software engineering

Sports

Non functional requirements
Software architecture
Software deployment
Software development
Software development cycle
Software engineering
Software functional requirements
Software quality

Basketball blog
Champions league blog
Football blog
Hockey blog
NBA basketball blog
NFL football blog
NHL hockey blog
Soccer blog

Table 10
Groups' details according to LDA options.
Group name

Number of topics

Number of topwords

Small_1
Small_2
Small_3
Large_1
Large_2
Large_3

1
2
4
2
5
10

4
2
1
25
10
5

Fig. 7. Mean convergence of each group per metric.

Fig. 8. Standard deviation of convergence of each group per metric.

producing content from different domains, which has proven to be
insightful (see (Mavridis and Symeonidis, 2012)).

Two sets of terms were considered for the analysis: (a) a set
comprising eight widely used software engineering terms and
(b) a set comprising eight widely used sports terms related to
basketball, football, soccer and hockey coupled with word “blog”,
in order to direct SEs to websites with web 2.0 and web 3.0 content. Table 9 depicts the terms selected.
Experiments have been organized according to different LDA
settings and based on our previous experience (Mavridis and
Symeonidis, 2012). Three small-scale and three large-scale groups
of experiments were conducted, given the number of topics and
the number of top words of LDA. These groups are presented in
Table 10. Since lower Lpt value corresponds to more content, the
value is set to 0.002. Last but not least, since we would like to
reach more accurate conclusions about SEs, m is set to 20 in order
to gather more results.
5.2. LDA and convergence

5. LSHrank performance on domains of varying content
In order to provide evidence on the added-value of the LSHrank
approach, we have applied the mechanism on two domains:
software engineering and sports. The ﬁrst domain was selected
due to the fact that semantics in websites discussing software
engineering are very ambiguous and, thus, not easy to identify. The
second domain was selected exactly because of its wealth in
semantic content. Parameter values deﬁned are based on the
analysis performed in the previous section; however other parameter values could be deﬁned for LSHrank initiation, based on the
user hypothesis to be tested.
5.1. Experiment setup
The objectives of all the experiments performed with LSHrank
in this section were to: (a) explore the difference in identiﬁed
domains with respect to the values of the various metrics,
(b) identify whether the size of the resulting word cloud is related
to the SE ranking of webpages and (c) evaluate the differences
between the several word clouds that could be produced from
different LSHrank conﬁgurations.

The performance of LSHrank is evaluated against its convergence
rate on the selected evaluation metric. Our initial hypothesis is that
the domain choice (“sports” or “software engineering”), along with
the different groups of experiments (small-scale to large-scale) may
lead to different convergence values. Moreover, we assume that the
various top results selection metrics (SR, mR, PA, DA, smR) may
display signiﬁcant difference on the convergence rate. Last but not
least, we expect that the convergence rate should increase per
round as the algorithm will recognize the semantically signiﬁcant
content. The evaluation of the convergence rate is performed by
comparing the mean average convergence rate per group.
5.2.1. Comparison of domains
Fig. 9 depicts the mean average convergence rate in “sports”
and “software engineering” domain websites. It is important to
recognize whether the choice of domain results to a signiﬁcant
statistical difference on the mean convergence rate. Given that
data retrieved do not follow a normal distribution, we employ the
Mann–Whitney (Mann and Whitney, 1947) approach to measure
the signiﬁcance of the domain of queries they belong to. This way
we calculate the Mann–Whitney signiﬁcance U and Z and
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Fig. 9. Mean average convergence per domain.

Table 11
Mann–Whitney test for domains regarding convergence.
Mann–Whitney for domains convergence N ¼ 139 experiments
Mann–whitney U
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Effect size (r)

246.5
 9.074
0.000
 0.769

pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
consequently calculate the effect size r ¼ z= N, where N is the
total number of instances we check for the union of groups. The
Mann–Whitney U-test is a non-parametric test used as an alternative to t-test in non-normal data and tests the mean values of
two samples.
The Asymp. Sig stands for the p-value and, if it is below 0.05, it
corresponds to a signiﬁcant attribute. In case the value of Monte
Carlo Sig. is close, it denotes a really signiﬁcant attribute. Values of
0:5 4 jrj 4 0:3 denote a medium effect, 0:8 4 jrj 40:5 a large effect
size if jrj 4 0:8 a very large effect (Field, 2009).
The results of the Mann–Whitney test are presented in Table 11.
The effect size value is close to  0.8, implying that the domain
has a great effect on the convergence level; therefore analysis from
this point on is performed per domain.
5.2.2. Comparison of groups
Next we examine how the different groups inﬂuence the convergence rate for each domain separately. Fig. 10 displays the mean
average convergence rate for each categorization. In all small-scale
experiments, sports-related documents convergence rate is close to
the software engineering-related. However, in large-scale groups
the difference the convergence rates of the two domains is larger,
and reduces as the number of LDA topics increases.
Additionally, it should be outlined that in the “software
engineering” domain there is Pearson correlation 0.265 with
signiﬁcance 0.02 between the convergence rate and the variation
from large scale group 1 to large scale group 3. This correlation
portrays that there is a signiﬁcant connection between the size of
the group and the convergence rate; as the size of the group
includes more topics and less words per topic, the convergence
rate becomes higher.
Since data are non-normally distributed, we employ KruskalWallis testing (Kruskal and Wallis, 1952) in order to explore whether
the differences between the groups are signiﬁcant with respect to

Fig. 10. Mean average convergence per group separated by domain.

Table 12
Kruskal Wallis test results for the difference between groups in sports and software
engineering domains.
Kruskal Wallis
for groups

Sports
convergence

Software engineering
convergence

Chi-Square
Df
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Monte Carlo Sig.

14.572
5
0.012
0.007

57.137
5
0.000
0.000

their inﬂuence on the convergence rate. Kruskal–Wallis analysis is a
non-parametric test that could be used to 3 or more groups in a
similar fashion as the Mann–Whitney U test. Signiﬁcance is denoted
when Asymp:Sig: o 0:05 and its difference with the Monte Carlo sig.
metric is low. The results of the test are depicted in Table 12.
From the above signiﬁcance scores we conclude that the type of
the group inﬂuences the convergence in both domains.
5.2.3. Metrics comparison
Based on the analysis performed in Section 4, we assumed that the
selection metrics for top results should have an inﬂuence on the
convergence rate due to the fact that the metrics differ largely. Fig. 11
depicts the mean average convergence rate per metric grouped by
domain choice. From the results above the following could be stated:

 The convergence rate is higher in sports-related websites than



in Software engineering ones for all metrics, implying that LDA
performs better in sports-related content.
Mozrank (mR) and Subdomain Mozrank (smR) illustrate the
highest convergence in sports-related websites.
In Software Engineering-related pages Simple Ranking (SR)
leads to highest conversion.

In order to check if there is signiﬁcant difference between the
metrics Simple Rank, Mozrank, Page Authority, Domain Authority,
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Fig. 11. Mean average convergence per metric grouped by domain

Table 13
Kruskal Wallis test results for metrics between groups in sports and software
engineering domains.
Kruskal Wallis
for metrics

Sports
convergence

Software engineering
convergence

Chi-Square
Df
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Monte Carlo Sig.

15.219
4
0.004
0.001

13.526
4
0.009
0.007

subdomain mozRank and the convergence we perform Kruskal–
Wallis testing. The results are displayed in Table 13.
It could be stated that the convergence is inﬂuenced by the
different metrics.
5.2.4. Comparison of iterations/rounds
The other aspect that we would like to explore is the convergence rate per round. As already stated, the logic was that the
convergence rate would increase per round. Fig. 12 displays the
convergence rates per round.
From the graph it is clear that mean convergence increases per
round in software engineering queries, but presents an unstable
fashion in sports-related queries. The increase in software engineering validates our hypothesis. On the other hand, the unstable
results in sports could have as their cause the variety of sportsrelated websites. The fact that the sports queries include various
sports could have also affected the convergence level. The different
convergence rate trend per round is another proof of the difference between domains.
5.3. Content production analysis
Table 14 displays the number of words that each of the following subgroups produces categorized in duplicates, unique and

Fig. 12. Mean average convergence per round grouped by domain.

Table 14
Words produced for all the subgroups.
Subgroup

Duplicate

Unique

Total

% Duplicates

large 1 se
large 1 sports
large 2 se
large 2 sports
large 3 se
large 3 sports
small 1 se
small 1 sports
small 2 se
small 2 sports
small 3 se
small 3 sports

21
0
31
31
137
120
134
190
95
55
0
0

10
7
59
33
276
304
124
200
97
56
67
103

31
7
90
64
413
424
158
390
192
111
67
103

67.74
0
34.44
48.43
33.17
28.30
84.81
48.71
49.40
49.54
0
0

total amount. The subgroups are separated according to their
topics, number of top words, in a similar fashion to the grouping
in Table 10 regarding LDA options, and domain.
From Table 14, it is clear that in both sports and software
engineering domains the “large 3” subgroups are the ones that
produce the most content and have a low volume of duplicate
words. Therefore, “large 3” subgroups are the most productive
ones. It is worth mentioning that “small 1” subgroup in sports
domain has a much lower percentage of duplicates than “small 1”
subgroup in the software engineering domain.
In Table 15 we provide a comparison of the subgroups of
software engineering and sports in terms of common unique words.
It is obvious that splitting the experiments into subgroups has
similar effect on both software engineering and sports data. The
small cases have a signiﬁcant level of common words between
them and the large cases present the same pattern. Moreover, the
small cases present a high level of commons words with the large
ones in some speciﬁc subgroups. Therefore, in order to obtain a
better understanding of the results, a comparison of the groups
separated into two general groups, large and small, according to
their topics is necessary.
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Table 15
Common unique words produced for all the subgroups.
Group

Software engineering
large 1 se

large 2 se

large 3 se

small 1 se

small 2 se

small 3 se

large 1 se
large 2 se
large 3 se
small 1 se
small 2 se
small 3 se

–
10
10
10
10
9

10
–
39
33
27
25

10
39
–
73
54
43

10
33
73
–
45
34

10
27
54
45
–
25

9
25
43
34
25
–

Group

Sports
large 1 sp

large 2 sp

large 3 sp

small 1 sp

small 2 sp

small 3 sp

–
7
7
7
6
5

7
–
28
18
20
14

7
28
–
73
60
46

7
18
73
–
58
53

6
20
60
58
–
45

5
14
46
53
45
–

large 1 sp
large 2 sp
large 3 sp
small 1 sp
small 2 sp
small 3 sp

Table 16
Content production comparison (Large vs Small).
Large vs Small

Selection

Common words

% of common words

SE
SE
SE
SE
Sport
Sport
Sport
Sport

Top
Top
Top
Top
Top
Top
Top
Top

49 out of 200
41 out of 160
36 out of 120
26 out of 80
37 out of 200
36 out of 160
30 out of 120
21 out of 80

24.50
25.62
30.00
32.50
18.50
22.50
25.50
26.25

100
80
60
40
100
80
60
40

Table 16 displays the percentage of common words between
the small and large cases by selecting a different amount of top
words according to the number of occurrences.
It is clear that the large group produces more content in terms
of unique words and also different words than the small group.
The percentage of common words between the two groups
decreases as the number of top words of both groups increases.
Sport data present lower percentages in comparison to software
engineering terms. Figs. 13–16 illustrate the top 40 words of large
and small groups in software engineering and sports according to
their frequency. Up to this point, analysis performed is focused on
identifying the parameters affecting the performance of LSHrank.
Next, we compare our algorithm against other approaches that
perform semantic analysis of web documents.

Fig. 13. Word cloud for large scale group in software engineering domain.

Fig. 14. Word cloud for large scale group in sports domain.

6. Comparing LSHrank against other approaches
In order to validate the efﬁciency and robustness of LSHrank,
we have chosen to compare it with other approaches that focus on
performing semantic analysis on web documents and extracting
word clusters. TF-IDF (Salton and McGill, 1986) is one of the
approaches for LSHrank to be compared against, since it has been a
proven and widely used algorithm in the ﬁeld of text mining. TFIDF was incorporated in the semantic mechanism of LSHrank
instead of LDA, in order to produce the prominent words related
to the web documents parsed.
LSHrank is also compared against Diffbot21, based on its functionality to extract semantic tags out of web documents. Diffbot was
21

http://www.diffbot.com (last accessed 10/03/2014)

Fig. 15. Word cloud for small scale group in software engineering domain.

Fig. 16. Word cloud for small scale group in sports domain.
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founded at Stanford University and is the ﬁrst company funded by
StartX22, a non-proﬁt business incubator related to Stanford University. Diffbot provides an API for access to its functionality and
native integration with Semantria23 in order to perform semantic
text analysis on web documents.
On the commercial ﬁeld, another signiﬁcant approach has been
Sensebot.24 Sensebot also provides an API in order to perform
semantic analysis on web pages and to extract semantic concepts/
terms from them.
In the following subsection, we analyze the setup of the
experiments performed in order to compare LSHrank against the
three approaches discussed above.
6.1. Experiment setup
We have chosen six different domains for which LSHrank, TFIDF, Diffbot and Sensebot produced clusters of the most prominent
words. The six domains are Software Engineering, Sports, Linked
Data, Law and courts, Java programming and Stem cells. Table 17
displays the 8 terms used as initial queries for these domains.
We compare the word clusters produced by all the four
semantic approaches for each domain against their Normalized
Mutual Information (NMI) (Manning et al., 2008) values (JavaMI25
is employed for the implementation of NMI). We have chosen to
compare each word cluster produced against a ground truth
cluster for each domain. The ground truth for the Software
Engineering domain is a glossary from the Universite de Mons26;
for Law and court, a glossary by the ofﬁcial website of US courts27;
for Linked Data, W3C was selected28; for Java programming, a
glossary provided by Oracle29 was used; for Stem cells, a glossary
by the National Institutes of Health, U.S Department of Health &
Human Services30. As far as the Sports domain is concerned, and
since the sports-related queries cover multiple sports, the Wikipedia glossary for each sport is used(basketball,31 football,32
american football33 and ice hockey.34
Table 18 depicts the settings chosen for LSHrank (parameters
not necessary to be set were omitted), while Sensebot's amount of
semantic concepts/terms recognized per document was set to 5 (in
accordance with the LSHrank parameter τ).
6.2. Results on NMI scores
In Table 19 we display the NMI scores of LSHrank, TF-IDF,
Sensebot and Diffbot for the various domains. We provide three
NMI scores for each domain; simple (NMI_SI), after the removal of
stopwords from the clusters (NMI_SR) and after the removal of
stopwords, stemming and exclusion of duplicates produced out of
22

http://startx.stanford.edu/ (last accessed 10/03/2014)
https://semantria.com/ (last accessed 10/03/2014)
24
http://www.sensebot.net/ (last accessed 10/03/2014)
25
http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/ pococka4/JavaMI.html (last accessed 10/03/2014)
26
http://informatique.umons.ac.be/genlog/SE/SE-contents.html (last accessed
10/03/2014)
27
http://www.uscourts.gov/Common/Glossary.aspx (last accessed 10/03/2014)
28
http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/NOTE-ld-glossary-20130627/ (last accessed 10/
03/2014)
29
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/information/glossary.html (last accessed
10/03/2014)
30
http://stemcells.nih.gov/info/pages/glossary.aspx (last accessed 10/03/2014)
31
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_basketball_terms (last accessed
10/03/2014)
32
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_association_football_terms(last
accessed 10/03/2014)
33
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_American_football (last accessed
10/03/2014)
34
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_ice_hockey_terms (last accessed
10/03/2014)
23

Table 17
Terms used for semantic approaches comparison experiments.
Software engineering

Sports

Non functional requirements
Software architecture
Software deployment
Software development
Software development cycle
Software engineering
Software functional requirements
Software quality

Basketball blog
Champions league blog
Football blog
Hockey blog
NBA basketball blog
NFL football blog
NHL hockey blog
Soccer blog

Linked data

Law

Linked
Linked
Linked
Linked
Linked
Linked
Linked
Linked

data
data
data
data
data
data
data
data

platform
tools
wiki
structure
browser
principles
cloud

Java
Java
Java
Java
Java
Java
Java
Java
Java

Court
Court law
Federal court
Civil law
Lawyer
Attorney
Attorney general
Federal judge
Stem cell

development
tutorial
jdk
documentation
runtime environment
development kit
oracle

Stem
Stem
Stem
Stem
Stem
Stem
Stem
Stem

cell
cell
cell
cell
cell
cell
cell
cell

research
therapy
transplant
growth
journal
news
technologies

Table 18
Values of the parameters for LSHrank in NMI
experiments.
Parameters

Values

SE_G
SE_Y
SE_B
m
M
tw
Lpt
τ
iLim
SR

True
True
True
20
500
10
0.002
5
1
True

stemming (NMI_ST). Obviously, the NMI_ST score is the most
accurate indicator for the comparison of clusters. We denote in
bold the best NMI_ST score for each domain.
LSHrank presents the highest NMI_ST scores in all domains but
two, in which it performs very close to the highest score. Table 19
is a clear indication of LSHrank's robustness against other semantic
analysis SEO approaches.

7. Conclusion and future work
Based on our basic argument that contemporary SEs strive
to capture user experience and have started employing metrics
that take semantic data into account, we have built LSHrank, a
mechanism that attempts to deliver high quality SEO based on LDA
techniques and state-of-the-art SE metrics.
This paper attempts to capture the use of semantic analysis by
search engines. We have explored the use of LDA for the production of optimal content. The convergence rate of the algorithm and
the content that is produced based on LDA changes, as the number
of topics recognized by LDA changes. The choice of domain also
inﬂuences the content produced.
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Table 19
NMI scores for LSHrank, TF-IDF, Sensebot and Diffbot.
Approach

NMI_SI

NMI_SR

NMI_ST

0.887437004
0.917645681
0.923422596
0.940681412

0.890778191
0.918215429
0.925417991
0.938526037

0.91929163
0.954381228
0.948829278
0.987724339

0.916665729
0.91713659
0.93589575
0.926934812

0.919986459
0.923775667
0.939207844
0.933675956

0.912424417
0.966614751
0.966624411
0.966609792

0.949815322
0.911811931
0.946173671
0.918990555

0.954777781
0.912993339
0.947711458
0.921196033

0.902926031
0.968708086
0.929616071
0.966716407

0.934038063
0.799790423
0.932317195
0.919222087

0.93755309
0.791780552
0.93886018
0.926993094

0.932871684
0.863217636
0.980907273
0.997233045

0.917646146
0.903508408
0.897666468
0.900693634

0.916887473
0.905509532
0.895222519
0.896881221

0.960732927
0.990055302
0.991504111
0.996237406

0.834064009
0.863409639
0.867251649
0.856312123

0.83816723
0.865417205
0.867251649
0.85710392

0.841701687
0.871316929
0.868400705
0.9248479

Software engineering
Diffbot
Sensebot
TFIDF
LSHrank
Sports
Diffbot
Sensebot
TFIDF
LSHrank
Linked data
Diffbot
Sensebot
TFIDF
LSHrank
Law
Diffbot
Sensebot
TFIDF
LSHrank
Java
Diffbot
Sensebot
TFIDF
LSHrank

The choice of metric to evaluate the results of the search engines
against also inﬂuences signiﬁcantly the content produced; Mozrank by
Moz has presented the highest convergence rate values. At a more
general comparison context, large-scale word groups produced more
content in terms of quantity and uniqueness than the small scale-ones.
Last but not least, LSHrank outperforms three signiﬁcant
approaches on the ﬁeld of semantic content extraction and proves
through its high NMI scores that it could provide a reliable mean
of recognition of semantically prominent content on web documents.
As a conclusion, we argue that we have gained an insight on
the internal characteristics of the ranking mechanisms of search
engines regarding semantic analysis of content and on the level
that have implemented their already issued patents. The analysis
of the experiments run has also provided us with the opportunity
to analyze LDA's relation with search engines ranking schemas.
It has to be outlined that textual unstructured data, such as .pdf
and .doc ﬁles, could provide with an insight on the semantics of
SERPs and the analysis of their content could be included in a
future version of LSHrank. In the current version, their HTML tags
are the elements included in the content gathered. Regarding
non-textual structured data like images or videos we follow the
same logic and extract all the available contents available in HTML
tags such as alt text or description tags. The analysis of the content
within the actual data was not included in our approach and could
be a beneﬁcial extension of LSHrank.
The next step is to analyze the correlation of LDA with the
ranking of search engines with metrics such as Spearman correlation. Through the analysis regarding LDA's settings the focus could
be solely on the relation of various domains, the convergence rates
and NMI scores LSHrank presents on the content production.
Therefore, a plethora of experiments could be conducted in order
to further ascertain the effect of LDA on the recognition of
semantically related and optimal content for search engines.

Stemcell
Diffbot
Sensebot
TFIDF
LSHrank
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Appendix
See Fig. 17.

Fig. 17. Spearman correlation coefﬁcient for ranking factors.
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